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Abstract

The PEP-II storage rings at SLAC each have 3492 buckets into which electrons and positrons can be injected into the high- and low-energy rings. Equipment to measure the currents of all the individual buckets was originally provided by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and is implemented in VXI-based hardware. Data from this equipment as well as high precision direct current measurement provide the hard data for the Bunch Injection Controller. A large number of parameters determined by injection design considerations as well as set by operators for different circumstances are also used by the software algorithms to determine the desired bucket injection order and charge quantity for each injection pulse. These requests are then passed on to the venerable SLAC master pattern generator, which provides beams for other applications as well. This highly visible and highly successful system is implemented using the EPICS toolkit, and fits well into the merged SLAC EPICS/SLC control system. The Bunch Injection Controller hardware is a VME-based EPICS IOC, which makes extensive use of shared memory for communicating with the VXI measurement equipment and the SLAC master pattern generator.

2 PRE-EXISTING HARDWARE

2.1 Bunch-by-Bunch Current Monitor (BxBCM)

LBL was in the process of implementing hardware when the injection requirements were under discussion. The BxBCM implementation consists of analog downconverters and a set of VXI-based multiplexers and 8-bit fast ADCs, controlled by a PC-based slot-0 controller running NT. Each ring has its own analog and VXI support. The NT-based software prepares one second sums for each bucket. There is, additionally, control and read-out of attenuations and crate health.

2.2 Direct Current Current Transformer (DCCT)

For each ring the pre-existing DCCT provides a stable voltage derived from the total ring current. These voltages are each digitized twice a second by individual Keithley 2002 Digital Volt Meters.

2.3 Master Pattern Generator (MPG)

The MPG is a well-established iRMX-based machine, which has been running the SLAC beams for two decades. Since a secondary requirement foresees interleaved operation between PEP-II injection and other linac operations, the injection implementation needed to fit seamlessly into the old system.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

We chose to implement the Bunch Injection Controller (BIC) as an EPICS VME-based IOC using shared memory to communicate with the pre-existing computers and GPIB for the Keithley DVM readout. The first SLAC EPICS project, PEP-II RF control, had been very successful and we were enthusiastic about further use of EPICS. The BIT-3 shared memory provides access with the lowest degree of coupling and fewest software and hardware changes to the pre-existing subsystems.
3.1 Bunch Current Monitor BIT-3 Interface

Each BIT-3 memory is partitioned into a small control segment, a small diagnostic read-back segment, and a large data array segment. Pre- and post-data array update counters are used to guarantee that the BIC reads consistent data. These counters also serve as a heartbeat. There is no other synchronization.

3.2 Master Pattern Generator BIT-3 Interface

The BIT-3 memory is dedicated to two small ring buffers. One contains request information written by the BIC for the MPG and the other contains responses and status from the MPG for the BIC. Both the BIC and MPG code require no synchronization.

The actual injected current is measured by comparing the stable bucket current before injection with stable current after injection. This incremental charge is used to maintain a dynamic calibration of the injection quanta.

The Pulse-ID in the MPG response is used by monitor code in conjunction with Pulse-ID-tagged Toroid measurements in the injection lines for efficiency calculations.

3.3 Keithley DVM GPIB interface

One GPIB controller serves both the LER and HER Digital Volt Meters. Each DVM is read out at 2 Hz.

4 BUNCH CURRENT PROCESSING

4.1 Hardware Processing

The signal from the beam pick-off is mixed with an RF carrier to form two periods of an amplitude modulated sine wave at 1428 MHz, three times the 476-MHz RF frequency. The high frequency allows an independent current measurement for each bucket with little cross-talk. A pair of fast 8-bit ADCs operating in alternation and each clocked at half the RF frequency generate two streams of digital data, for the even and odd buckets. Each stream goes to a “decimator” board, which distributes the data among 12 Xilinx gate-array processors. Since this data rate is still too high for further processing, data from every eighth bucket are used on each turn. Thus each of the 3492 buckets are measured 250 times each 1/60 second period The data are then copied from the VXI module into the Slot-0 Controller computer memory. After every data accumulation, the phase of the incoming 1428-MHz reference signal is shifted 90 degrees.

4.2 Software Processing

The computer code accumulates two 3492 bucket arrays, one containing 0 degree data minus 180 degree data, the other containing (90-270) degree data. This subtraction removes the background and provides clean “sine” and “cosine” phase data. Each second, after taking 15 samples at each phase, the data are transferred to the shared memory, where the BIC can access the two arrays.

In the BIC, these data are used to generate the amplitudes and phases of each bucket. Since the hardware phase shifter does not shift a true 90 degrees, to first order the actual amplitude is given by:

\[ \text{Amplitude} = \sqrt{S*S + C*C - 2*S*C*\text{delta}}, \]

Where delta is the average deviation of the phase shifter from 90 degrees, S is the “sine” value, and C the “cosine” value. This correction provides a wide flat
region where the amplitude is insensitive to the phase setting. The value of \( \text{delta} \) is calculated by measuring \( S, C, \) and amplitude over a range of phase settings and finding a \( \text{delta} \) that provides the widest flat response.

These data are then normalized to the total ring current and the resulting array of microampere per bucket is used in subsequent processing.

4.3 Filling Algorithm

The fill goal is specified by a pattern description and the total desired ring current. Simple pattern descriptions can be typed directly into a control variable, or complex patterns can be entered into a data file, pointed to by the control variable. The pattern “language” provides shortcuts for specifying whole ranges of buckets and for easily specifying a “ramp”, where the desired fill value increases smoothly over a range of buckets. Combining the pattern and total desired ring current creates an array of desired bucket currents (microampere).

There are four different injection chunks (quanta) available for injection into each ring, each about 2/3 of the next larger. These allow for fast bulk injection and “fine tuning” near the end.

To provide a smooth fill, intermediate goals of 1.2, 2.2, etc. times the value of the largest quanta are generated in turn as the previous intermediate goal is filled. Only the largest quanta are used in this phase. At the end of filling, when using the true goal, all quanta are considered.

A candidate bucket is checked to verify that an injection will not overfill. If a candidate qualifies, a request is placed on the queue to the Master Pattern Generator (MPG). The next bucket considered is at least 197 buckets distant, so that the newly injected bucket has time to damp to the nominal beam size. If a candidate does not qualify, the next adjacent bucket is considered. Each second only sufficient requests are made to the MPG queue so that the MPG is never idle.

This approach is very successful in filling empty rings, topping off, and in filling with many “drop outs”, i.e. buckets which lose disproportionately high current due to tune or beam-beam interaction problems.

4.4 Efficiencies and Calibration

The four individual injection quanta are dynamically calibrated by observing the change in current for each satisfied injection request. Each measurement is passed through an anomalous value filter and used as input for a simple smoothing function. Further, the injection efficiency is calculated by comparing injection line toroid measurements to measured bucket current increases, using the MPG linac pulse-id as the correlator, as described above. The numerology describing the linac damping rings and PEP-II ring result in a difference of four buckets for each damping ring turn. For a difference of fewer than four buckets, the linac is rephased. Therefore injection efficiency is separately calculated for each bucket number modulo four.

4.5 Control Interface and Displays

Injection is controlled through a standard EPICS Display Manager control interface. There are some standard control room overhead displays of daily luminosity and currents as well as expanded currents and lifetimes for the last twenty and two minutes. The most useful for filling, however, is a display of actual bucket currents normalized to the goal currents. After a successful fill, all visible points cluster near a value of unity. If buckets not represented in the goal pattern actually have some current, those buckets have the value 1.2. Thus timing problems, resulting in filling the wrong bucket, are easily visible.

5 EXPERIENCES AND PROBLEMS

Three distinct types of problems were noted:

1) GPIB malfunction – multiplexing one digital voltmeter for both rings caused many deadlocks. We now use two digital voltmeters.
2) Bad cables – loose or intermittent BIT-3 cables caused difficult problems.
3) Timing shifts – by far the most frequent problem. Evolving diagnostic displays now enable quick operational response.
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